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Let Your Voice Be HeardLet Your Voice Be Heard

Thank you. Thank you. Your e-mail was successfully sent.Your e-mail was successfully sent.  
The following message was sent to Representative Cindy Ryu of the 32ndThe following message was sent to Representative Cindy Ryu of the 32nd
DistrictDistrict

TO:TO: Representative Cindy RyuRepresentative Cindy Ryu

CC:CC: Sen. Jesse Salomon, Rep. Lauren DavisSen. Jesse Salomon, Rep. Lauren Davis

FROM:FROM: WILLIAM LIDERWILLIAM LIDER

STREETSTREET
ADDRESS:ADDRESS: 2526 205th Pl SW Lynnwood, WA 980362526 205th Pl SW Lynnwood, WA 98036

EMAIL:EMAIL: Bill@LiderEngineering.comBill@LiderEngineering.com

PHONE:PHONE: (425) 776-0671(425) 776-0671

SUBJECT:SUBJECT: SR-524 Flooding Request for Legislative InvestigationSR-524 Flooding Request for Legislative Investigation

MESSAGE:MESSAGE: I am requesting your assistance and demand an investigation ofI am requesting your assistance and demand an investigation of
WSDOT why it is allowing developers to connect into its undersizedWSDOT why it is allowing developers to connect into its undersized
SR-524 stormwater system that floods in 2-year storm events,SR-524 stormwater system that floods in 2-year storm events,
when WSDOT requires its road design not to flood in 100-yearwhen WSDOT requires its road design not to flood in 100-year
storm events. storm events. Here is the background on the Snow Ridge ProjectHere is the background on the Snow Ridge Project
and why you need to investigate:and why you need to investigate:  
  
*WSDOT spent over $5-million constructing the Larch Way and*WSDOT spent over $5-million constructing the Larch Way and
Locust Way roundabouts at SR-524, completed in spring, 2019; Locust Way roundabouts at SR-524, completed in spring, 2019; SR-SR-
524 flooded twice in the 2019-2020 winter.;524 flooded twice in the 2019-2020 winter.;  
*WSDOT has acknowledged that its SR-524 stormwater system is*WSDOT has acknowledged that its SR-524 stormwater system is
under designed, but is still approving Snow Ridge over theunder designed, but is still approving Snow Ridge over the
recommendations of its own engineers that Snow Ridge will makerecommendations of its own engineers that Snow Ridge will make
the flooding worse.the flooding worse.  
*WSDOT still has not rescinded its approval of Snow Ridge.*WSDOT still has not rescinded its approval of Snow Ridge.  
*Tell WSDOT to hold its Snow Ridge permit approval in abeyance*Tell WSDOT to hold its Snow Ridge permit approval in abeyance
until, until the legislature can investigate this matter.until, until the legislature can investigate this matter.  
  
Please contact me for additional supporting information & photos.Please contact me for additional supporting information & photos.

RESPONSE:RESPONSE: You have requested a response from Representative Cindy RyuYou have requested a response from Representative Cindy Ryu
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